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exhausting to body and mind that it tends more and more
to become an occupation for the very young.
There is satisfaction to be got out of it if the work
includes descriptive writing and if the copy handed in is
printed pretty much as it stands* But the practice in
many offices is to use reporters simply as news-hounds,
as gatherers of raw material, which is worked up—that
is to say, put into shape—by a sub-editor or a special
" write-up man/'
Thus a reporter may spend all day in assembling the
material for a story. He is at some distance from the
office, so he telephones what seems to him to be an
account of the matter which is fit to be published as it
stands* Next morning he sees a " re-write" which
contains not one single phrase of his* If he has any of
" Perhaps in heaven there may be a paper published with
some degree of fraternity between the sub-editors and the
reporters. But on earth never, ... A deep abysmal pit
separates these two workers whose harmonious partnership
one would imagine to be vital to the health and prosperity
of the newspaper."—From On Going to Press, by an
experienced newspaper man, Mr. F. L. Stevens.
the instincts of an artist, which the good reporter must
have, he is disappointed, disheartened* After several
experiences of this kind, he will simply telephone the
bare facts, making no attempt to write the story himself.
News editors struggle against this, knowing that it
takes the spirit out of their most promising reporters*
But they are mostly powerless to prevent it. The
Sub-editing Department has for a number of years
been growing stronger at the expense of the reporting
staff.
Always an antagonism has smouldered between them*

